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at the end of each commentary of some long innings, for example, ‘qadir khan is out,’ and there were people calling him a clogger or similar names,” akhtar
says, “saeed told him to ignore all that. it was a very delicate period and akhtar, for the sake of pakistan cricket, handled it well. i think this is why people

have turned against him now. it’s like that with every good player in the world who speaks out against the way players are treated. if they speak up, people
turn against them.” parvez rasheed [the pakistan coach], imran khan [the vice-captain] and wahab riaz [the vice-captain] are the future of pakistan cricket,

he says. even if they don’t make a mark, the important thing is that they are willing to speak out against the shortcomings of the system. after the book was
published, the book was a house hold name, akhtar says. when people read it, they realised that life is not all about power and money. ultimately, the people

reading the book realised that we need unity at home and unity with the world. there is no such thing as pakistan cricket without him, he says. one of the
other characters in the book was former pakistani pacer chappal singh . sachin is world-class and i bowled to him, which i never did to any other player, but it
was sachin who made the most runs in this game. when he is in the form and runs at 80-85mph, he could not be stopped even by glenn mcgrath. in england

in the 90s, when he was in form, he would never think of making runs.
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despite going without a clean flak jacket for almost 20 years before he joined the pakistan army, his
name changed with the significant promotion. in 1988, he was made the inspector of sports, and in
1995, he was appointed the director general of the pakistan cricket board (pcb), in addition to his

role as chairman of the national selection committee, previously held by waqar younis. he even led
the pakistani team to victory at the 1996 cricket world cup. he was almost sent off for a single minor
infringement in his first odi game, but he remained calm and composed after being warned. this was

also witnessed by his indian counterpart in the 1986 world cup finals, kapil dev. but the story gets
even better, as he hit another occasion from kumble and had not just remained calm, but also

played like a seasoned veteran, despite being completely ignored off the attack, demonstrated by
the fact that india were bowled out for 235 in their pursuit of 184. and although he was no good at

half-volley or cut shots, nor did he develop a good enough intervew , he stood alone and was
pakistan’s best batsman for three world cups. he was undoubtedly the number one batsman, i think,

for a long time in pakistan. the only reason i think he is being blacklisted now is because he is too
critical about bcci. when he was playing for england, he was an important player as well. as long as
akhtar and saeed anwar are around, i am sure pakistan cricket will always thrive, for akhtar has a

vast knowledge of the game . i am very proud of him and saeed anwar for the way they handled the
situation. 5ec8ef588b
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